W. Bruce Cameron

Emory's Gift

New York Times bestselling author W. Bruce Cameron returns with a profound, endearing, and sometimes hilarious coming-of-age story

After thirteen-year-old Charlie Hall's mother dies and his father retreats into the silence of grief, Charlie finds himself drifting lost and alone through the brutal halls of junior high school.

But Charlie Hall is not entirely friendless. In the woods behind his house, Charlie is saved from a mountain lion by a grizzly bear, thought to be extinct in northern Idaho.

This very unusual bear will change Charlie's life forever.

Deeply moving, and interwoven with hope and joy, Emory's Gift by W. Bruce Cameron is not only a heartwarming and charming coming of age story, but also a page-turning insightful look at how faith, trust, and unconditional love can heal a broken family and bridge the gaps that divide us.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* A funny, heartwarming coming-of-age story from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author W. Bruce Cameron
* Cameron has a strong social media presence (326,000+ fans on Facebook)
* A Dog's Purpose spent fifty-two weeks on the New York Times Bestseller List
* A Dog's Journey is a USA Today and New York Times Bestseller
* Dogs of Christmas is a USA Today and Publishers Weekly Bestseller
* Dogs of Christmas has been optioned by Fox 2000
* DreamWorks has acquired the film rights to A Dog's Purpose
* A Dog's Purpose has 1,500 5-star reviews on Amazon and finished in the top five for Best Fiction on Goodreads 2010. On Goodreads it has been rated more than 25,000 times

Praise

"A timeless message...pitch perfect, full of wonder...a page-turner...Emory's Gift is a winsome allegory of all-inclusive love." -Boston Patriot-Ledger on Emory's Gift

"A finale designed to leave you misty-eyed but glowing." -Kirkus Reviews, on Emory's Gift
Loren D. Estleman

The High Rocks and Stamping Ground

Two westerns in the Loren D. Estleman's critically acclaimed Page Murdock Series, now in one volume

The High Rocks

U.S. Deputy Page Murdock rides into the Bitterroot Mountains of Montana in the dead of winter to bring in Bear Anderson, known as "Mountain That Walks" to the local Indians. Murdock, having grown up with Anderson, figures he owes it to the man to try to bring him in alive and give him a chance at a fair trial. But Murdock may have all he can handle in getting himself back down alive.

Stamping Ground

Deputy U.S. Marshall Page Murdock isn't happy when Judge Blackthorne decides to send him on an assignment to north Dakota, a land of sudden blizzards and spring floods. And to make matters worse he has been handed the nearly impossible job of apprehending the renegade Cheyenne leader Ghost Shirt, who is responsible for several massacres in the area.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Loren D. Estleman has won four Shamus Awards, five Spur Awards and three Western Heritage Awards, and the Private Eye Writers of America Lifetime Achievement Award. He was also nominated for the 2013 Nero Award
* These are the first two books in Estleman's long-running and much celebrated Page Murdock series
* The High Rocks was nominated for the National Book Award
* There will be a new Page Murdock novel out in 2016
* Estleman is the author of more than seventy novels, and he has acquired a loyal cult readership across the United States and in Europe. His work has appeared in twenty-three languages

Praise

"When Page Murdock shuffles the words, deal me in." -*The New York Times Book Review*

"An exciting western loaded with intrigue, suspense, and clever plot twists. One of Estleman's best, a smart, tightly wrapped story." -*Publishers Weekly on The Book of Murdock*
LEAD FICTION

F. Paul Wilson

Fear City

The new novel in the bestselling saga of Repairman Jack. A tale of rage, terror, and redemption

Rage, terror, and redemption: these are the stones upon which F. Paul Wilson builds the concluding chapter of Repairman Jack: The Early Years, the prequel trilogy focusing on the formative years of Wilson's globally popular supernatural troubleshooter.

The strands of Jack's life, established in the first two books, Cold City and Dark City, are now woven into a complete pattern. Centered around an obscure group of malcontents intent on creating a terrible explosion in New York City in 1993, Fear City shows the final stages of young Jack becoming Repairman Jack. It is a dark and terrible story, full of plots and needless mayhem, with secret agents, a freelance torturer, a secret society as old as human history, love, death, and a very bleak triumph. Jack threads his way through this intricate maze, as people he loves are stripped away from him in a way that presages the later epic series of novels.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* This is the third volume in a new trilogy depicting the early adventures of Repairman Jack, before he became entangled with the end of the world
* This trilogy is a great entry point for new readers to discover the Repairman Jack books
* The Repairman Jack books get positive review attention and great quotes from other high-profile authors
* The HC editions of By the Sword, Ground Zero, Fatal Error, The Dark At the End, and Nightworld were New York Times bestsellers; hitting at 31, 28, 17, 30, and 35 respectively
* The Tomb has sold over three million copies in paperback
* A Repairman Jack movie is in preproduction
* Visit the official Repairman Jack website at www.repairmanjack.com

Praise

"This books delivers all the way. Highly recommended." -SFRevu on Dark City

"Jack stand[s] out from the supernatural pack.... The books are about an ordinary guy doing whatever it takes to protect the innocent, and that's a story that always has resonance." -Chicago Sun-Times
Orson Scott Card

Zanna's Gift

A touching tale of love, loss, and the true meaning of Christmas from the New York Times bestselling author of Ender's Game

When the Pullman family lost their eldest son to an unexpected illness just before Christmas, it was devastating to all of them, but especially to four-year-old Suzanna. She shared a special bond with her big brother. A strangely gifted child, Zanna loved to draw, but Ernie was the only one who was able to see the pictures in the curious patterns she made. Sadly, he never saw the Christmas drawing she had made for him that year.

Suzanna grew up to be a famous artist, but to her family, that last painting she made for her big brother was her most important work.

This is the story of that gift, and how it inspired the Pullman family to keep alive the spirit of love, imagination, and hope for generations to come.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

An incredibly touching story that evokes transcendent family values from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

This will appeal to both Christian and non-Christian; it is for anyone who understands the importance of family traditions

Zanna's Gift is an ideal Christmas gift for fans of The Christmas Box (by Richard Paul Evans) and the holiday classic It's a Wonderful Life. The small format and low price point will make it a great stocking stuffer

Zanna's Gift is YA-OK

Praise

"Emotional but never overly sentimental. In the tradition of Richard Paul Evans's The Christmas Box and The Locket...highly recommended for the Christmas season and all year round." -Library Journal on Zanna's Gift
LEAD FANTASY

Evie Manieri

Fortune's Blight

The second book in a compelling epic fantasy series takes in the vein of Karen Miller and Robin Hobb

Victory for the Shadari rebels has come at a terrible price. Hardship, superstition, and petty feuds poison King Daryan's young reign, and entire families are vanishing without a trace. Help is nowhere to be found, for their Nomas allies have troubles of their own and the Mongrel, plagued by the sins of her violent past, has disappeared.

While Daryan struggles to maintain the peace, Eofar and Rho are racing to their northern homeland to plead—or fight—for the Shadar's independence. But Norland has changed, and they soon find themselves embroiled in the court politics of an empire about to implode.

Meanwhile, the Mongrel's path carries her deep into Norland's frozen wastes to redeem a promise—one that forces her into the heart of the growing conflict.

As the foundations of the two far-flung countries begin to crack, an enigmatic figure watches from a tower room in Ravindal Castle. She is old, and a prisoner, but her reach is long, and her patience is about to be rewarded....

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* This is the second novel in a debut epic fantasy trilogy focusing on the ramifications of the political upheaval and rebellion in the last book. This series blends the multi-perspective machinations of the Song of Ice and Fire series with the character interactions of a Mercedes Lackey novel
* A very original world with a cool setting-think Oracle at Delphi meets nomadic Arabic tribe meets Norse Vikings. There are multiple strong female protagonists, who are all very different from each other both in temperament and cultural background
* This trilogy sold simultaneously to Jo Fletcher at Quercus UK
* The novel is YA-OK

For Blood's Pride

"I loved these characters, even though I knew it was going to hurt. Heart-wrenching. Poignant. Lovely." -Brandon Sanderson, New York Times bestselling author

"A striking world...[Manieri]'s characters are passionate and memorable, lending a
L. E. Modesitt, Jr.

Adiamante

A science fiction of Earth's twilight by the author of a bestselling author

The exiled human races have returned to peaceful Earth after thousands of years. They have arrived in twelve warships built of nearly indestructible adiamante and with enough firepower to turn the surface of the earth into sterile black glass.

Those on Earth know they cannot win and can only hope to avoid annihilation. And while they can do their best to placate the exiles they know the final outcome will most likely be the complete and utter destruction for them and the birthplace of humanity.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Strong appeal for hard SF readers
* Stand alone novel
* Several of Modesitt's Imager Portfolio books have hit the New York Times bestseller list
* Modesitt is a strong promoter, regularly touring on our behalf
* www.lemodesittjr.com

Praise

"Strong military action, slick social maneuvering and a good deal of psychological tension." -San Diego Union-Tribune

"Mr. Modesitt does not merely posit a threatened Utopia; he spells out in great detail the rules and regulations that govern daily life.... Because he dares to be explicit about first principles, the narrative assumes the shape of an intellectual suspense story: how can the manifestly decent people of Old Earth defend themselves against aggression without violating their deeply held beliefs? The answer is both morally persuasive and em...

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Charles Dickens

A Christmas Carol

The classic Christmas tale of redemption

Scrooge was a foul old man who wrapped his cold, uncaring heart in chains. Chains of greed, bigotry, contempt, apathy, and selfishness. He detested the world and was alone, until the night that his long-dead partner Marley arrived.

A hideous spectre forced to walk the earth forever, Marley was damned. As Scrooge would be...unless he agreed to face three ghosts. One would take Scrooge back to memories he'd buried. One would show Scrooge the world of joy and friendship he'd rejected. One would force Scrooge into the dreadful shadows of the future he'd forged.

Three Ghosts of Christmas, all offering Scrooge a single gift—a chance to love and to join life.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Includes a forward and biographical note by Jane Yolen
* This release is perfectly in time for the holiday season
* Tor Classic has become an indispensable line for teachers and librarians
* Tens of thousands of copies are sold to educational markets each year
* These books have dynamic covers
* Each edition is unabridged and contains a foreword, afterword, and author biography written by a well-known author
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New in mass market from the *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling author of

**A DOG’S PURPOSE**

DEEPLY MOVING, *Emory’s Gift* by W. Bruce Cameron is not only a heartwarming and charming coming-of-age story, but also page-turning insightful look at how faith, trust, and unconditional love can heal a broken family and bridge the gaps that divide us.

**KEY POINTS:**
- W. Bruce Cameron is a *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling author
- *A Dog’s Purpose* spent fifty-two weeks on the *New York Times* bestseller list
- *The Dogs of Christmas* is a *USA Today* and *Publishers Weekly* bestseller
- National print advertising
- Digital outreach through Twitter, Facebook, and the Tor/Forge blog
- Cameron has a strong social media presence (326,000+ fans on Facebook)
- *A Dog’s Journey* is a *USA Today* and *New York Times* bestseller
- DreamWorks has acquired the film rights to *A Dog’s Purpose*
- *A Dog’s Purpose* finished in the top five for Best Fiction on Goodreads 2010. On Goodreads it has been rated more than 25,000 times

“A timeless message…pitch perfect, full of wonder…a page-turner…Emory’s Gift is a winsome allegory of all-inclusive love.”

—*Boston Patriot-Ledger*

“A finale designed to leave you misty-eyed but glowing.”

—*Kirkus Reviews*

W. BRUCE CAMERON is the *New York Times* bestselling author of *A Dog’s Purpose, A Dog’s Journey, The Dogs of Christmas* and *The Midnight Plan of the Repo Man*. He lives in California.

**AN OCTOBER 2015 MASS MARKET PAPERBACK**

Mass Market Boxed Sets of Tor’s Most Popular Series

FOR THE HOLIDAYS OR ANY DAY!

The Mistborn Trilogy
Brandon Sanderson
978-0-7653-6543-9 • $24.97/$30.97 Can.
FEATURING Mistborn, The Well of Ascension, and The Hero of Ages

The Ender Quartet
Orson Scott Card
978-0-7653-6243-8 • $33.96/$41.96 Can.
FEATURING Ender’s Game, Speaker for the Dead, Xenocide, and Children of the Mind

The Ender’s Shadow Series
Orson Scott Card
978-0-7653-6244-5 • $32.96/$40.96 Can.
FEATURING Ender’s Shadow, Shadow of the Hegemon, Shadow Puppets, and Shadow of the Giant

The Sword of Truth I
Terry Goodkind
978-0-8125-7560-6 • $25.97/$31.97 Can.
FEATURING Wizard’s First Rule, Stone of Tears, and Blood of the Fold

The Wheel of Time I
Robert Jordan
978-0-8125-3836-6 • $25.97/$31.97 Can.
FEATURING The Eye of the World, The Great Hunt, and The Dragon Reborn

The Wheel of Time II
Robert Jordan
978-0-8125-4011-6 • $26.97/$32.97

The Wheel of Time III
Robert Jordan
978-0-7653-4493-9 • $23.97/$29.97

The Wheel of Time IV
Robert Jordan
978-0-7653-6861-4 • $26.97/$32.97

Also available:
The Wheel of Time II
978-0-8125-4011-6 • $26.97/$32.97

The Wheel of Time III
978-0-7653-4493-9 • $23.97/$29.97

The Wheel of Time IV
978-0-7653-6861-4 • $26.97/$32.97

Also available:
The Sword of Truth II
978-0-8125-7560-6 • $25.97/$31.97 Can.
FEATURING Wizard’s First Rule, Stone of Tears, and Blood of the Fold

Also available:
The Sword of Truth III
978-0-7653-6861-4 • $26.97/$32.97

Also available:
The Sword of Truth II
978-0-8125-7560-6 • $25.97/$31.97 Can.

Also available:
The Sword of Truth III
978-0-7653-6861-4 • $26.97/$32.97

Also available:
The Halo Set I
Various Authors
978-0-7653-6467-4 • $24.97/$30.97 Can.

The Halo Set II
Various Authors
978-0-7653-7012-9 • $25.97/$31.97 Can.

The Halo Set II
Patrick Taylor
978-0-7653-7013-6 • $25.97/$31.97 Can.

Also available:
Safehold Boxed Set
David Weber
978-0-7653-7753-1 • $25.97/$31.97 Can.

Old Man’s War Boxed Set
John Scalzi

Macmillan reserves the right to ship loose copies of titles included in displays and prepacks if the displays and prepacks are not available.